This is our 1998 Passion Flower, Vine and Rare Plant List. We are always looking for new species and hybrids to add to our collection. We are plant lovers first and foremost and the growing and sharing of plants is our main purpose. If you also love plants, and vines in particular, let us know. Thank you for ordering our list. This list cancels all other lists and prices.

Culture Guide:

To help you select plants for your home, yard and greenhouse we have included brief letter codes in parenthesis after the description. These codes are merely general guides:

(W)=Warm Growing, (C)=Cool Growing, (F)=Full Sun, (S)=Shade, (G)=Greenhouse or Conservatory, (H)=Good for Container and/or House Plant

Reading the codes: If there are two codes for temperature preference, (W) and (C) for example, the plant will tolerate both warm and cool areas. Cool means, in most cases, not below 40 and not above 80. Warm means the plants prefer 50 degrees and above during the growing season. Passifloras in the Tacsionia Subgenus will not tolerate hot and humid summers. Tropical types may do well in pots on a patio but will stop growing when the weather turns cold and will be lost if allowed to freeze. (F) and (S) together means plants that prefer full sun but will tolerate some shade. (S) means that the plants like moderate shade. (G) and (H) indicate plants that prefer or will also grow well in Greenhouse and Home conditions. Home conditions are: a bright window, east or west exposure in the summer, and back a few feet from a south facing window. (G) Alone means that the plant prefers hot and humid greenhouse condition. We have included “generic” leaf illustrations to give a general idea as to the shape of the leaf. These are for the basic outline only. See (Fig. 1), (Fig. 2) etc.

If you are not sure if you have enough light to grow a vine, consult a good book on growing house plants. We have a growing and cultural information sheet that we can send you with general advice that will be of help.

Please write your specific questions and send them, along with a self addressed stamped envelope, and we will send the answers as soon as we can. You can also ask us questions via e-mail at: wildridge@sol.com

Vines

Vines are vigorously growing plants that may be grown in the ground training them on fences, trellises over houses or in containers growing them on wire loops or on small trellises. Most varieties can be successfully grown out of doors in containers in the summer time and brought indoors during the winter months in cold climates.

Bright light is necessary to grow vines well. In most cases vines climb to seek more light in nature and bloom only when they grow into bright light. Foliage vines have better color when grown in some shade. Indoors, vines are successful in a sunny window where they can get maximum light.

There are a few things to remember when you are training vines. Most vines will grow up, sideways but not down. Taking the tips off the vines will help the plant to branch out but will delay flowering. Vines are heavy feeders, in most cases so keep up a regular regimen of fertilizing during the growing season.

Passiflora

PASS101  Passiflora actiniae - Called “Dancing Ladies’ Pure white petals contrast beautifully with the blue striped filaments. The hanging flowers are produced in abundance. Waxy, dark-green oval leaves set off the flowers on this vigorous grower. Sweetly fragrant. (W,C,F) $5.95

PASS105  P. alata - Deep rose-red petals and blue and white striped filaments that form a lantern shape. The flowers have a delightful fruity sweet fragrance. Large oval leaves are thick with a waxy surface. This variety produces a large, delicious fruit when cross pollinated (Use P. cariculata). (W,F) (Fig.7) $7.95

PASS110  P. antarctica - Tiny, charming flowers of pale cream with yellow filaments, deep chocolate red at the base, are produced all year round. The tiny leaves are dark green with brown or orange tones. One of the smallest of all. Try it in a hanging basket. (W,S,G,H) (Fig. 10) $7.95

PASS115  P. amethystina - Satiny green trifoliate leaves set off the fantastic flowers banded in rich maroon reds and purples. Nicely scented with a rich look. (W,F,G) (Fig. 1) $7.95

PASS120  P. apetala - Beautiful leaves like an open scissors with broad bands of pea green variegation down the two center veins. The flowers are small, charming. A good choice for shady areas in coastal California. (W,C,S,G,H) (Fig. 5) $4.95

PASS125  P. ‘Belotti’ - Formerly P. ‘Alato-Carrella’. An easy to bloom vine with light orchid pink petals and filaments striped purple blue and white. The leaves are substantial and trilobed The sweet fragrance used in perfumery. (W,C,F) (Fig. 1) $4.95

PASS130  P. biflora - Pairs of small white flowers with golden yellow coronal filaments set off the strongly bilobed leaves. A charming small growing vine. (W,C,S) (Fig. 8) $4.95

PASS135  P. biflora var. brighamii - A rare form of biflora with strongly transverse leaves about ½ inch long and 3-4 inches wide! Flowers have a purple tinge to the petals and the corona. A rare plant and a conversation piece as well. (W,C,S) (Fig. 8) $7.95

PASS140  P. ‘Blue Bouquet’ - (McCain) Deep green, five lobed leaves show off the attractive flowers. The flowers have violet-blue petals deep blue banded filaments. Very fast growing and a terrific bloomer, covered with glory all year long. (W,C,F) (Fig. 3) $7.95
PASS145  P. boedneri - A beautiful new foliage species with brightly colored egg-mimic spots on the bilobed leaves and a pattern of variegation along the main veins. Flowers bloom in pairs, white with yellow filaments (W,S,G,H) (Fig. 5) $9.95

PASS150  P. caerulea - This is the old-fashioned passionflower with white petals and bright blue filaments and a nice tutti-frutti fragrance. The leaves, five lobed, handsome. The fruit is large, bright orange with a bright red pulp which is edible but very bland. P. Caerulea is one of the most cold tolerant. (W,C,F) (Fig. 3) $4.95

PASS155  P. caerulea 'Constance Elliot' - Extremely vigorous clear, pure white form of P. caerulea. Blooms like crazy and puts on an incredible display with large snow white flowers against the dark green foliage. Delightfully sweet scent. (W,C,F) (Fig. 3) $4.95

PASS160  P. caerulea 'Spyder' (Worley) - The flowers are typical of P. caerulea blue with white petals but the leaves, the lobes extremely narrow. The effect is extraordinary. A cross between a wild collected form and the cultivated form. (W,C,F) (Fig. 3) $7.95

PASS165  P. capsularis 'Vanilla Creme' - This is a special selection of the species with delicate pure white flowers with an intense vanilla scent in the morning hours. The fruit is bright pink and very ornamental, especially when it splits into a star-shaped pods. A very good container plant. (W,C,S,G,H) (Fig. 2) $4.95

PASS170  P. ciliata - Rosy pink flowers like 'love in a mist' on a small growing vine. Shiny smooth leaves with a strong center lobe. Charming. (W,F,S) (Fig. 9) $4.95

PASS175  P. citrina - A recent introduction into cultivation and one of the very best. Clear yellow 2 inch flowers are produced over a long bloom period. P. citrina has quilted dark green foliage with an interesting elongate shape, two lobed on a thin vine. An excellent conservatory plant, a fine houseplant, does very well outdoors in partial shade, in mild weather areas. (W,C,S,G,H) (Fig. 2) $7.95

PASS200  P. conzattiana - Unusual foliage, a flattened bell in outline, small, hairy, puckered and medium green. A very lovely foliage plant with many small yellow and black flowers every day. Makes and excellent container plant in a bright window. Charming, rare (W,S,G,H) (Fig. 2) $7.95

PASS205  P. coriacea - Called the 'Bat Leaved Passion Flower' for its short, wide, winged leaf. Each large leaf is splashed with silver spots. An abundance of smallish green flowers with yellow filaments. (W,S,G,H) $7.95

PASS210  P. costaricensis - Robust grower with large plump deep green, heavily quilted leaves stems are angled. Grown for its remarkable exotic foliage. Flowers are white. (W,S,G) (Fig. 2) $7.95

PASS220  P. 'Curiosa' - A cross between P. suberosa and P. coriacea. Thick trilobed leaves and stems that get woody when young, small greenish flowers. Makes an excellent indoor foliage vine when grown in a sunny window. (W,C,S,G,H) (Fig. 9) $4.95

PASS225  P. 'Decisaneana' - A vigorous cross between P. alata and P. quadrangularis. It has the red-maroon petals of alata and the wild sea anemone like filaments of P. quadrangularis. Sweetly scented and sets tasty large fruit when cross pollinated (use P. caerulea). The fruit is up to 6" long with a sweet fragrant pulp. (W,F,G) (Fig. 7) $7.95

PASS230  P. edulis 'Black Knight' (Worley) - Compact growing with stunning flowers with deep indigo filaments against the purple white petals. Dark leaves. (W,F,S,H,G) (Fig. 7) $7.95

PASS225  P. edulis var flavicarpa - The yellow fruited P. edulis. A vigorous grower. Tart large sized fruits that are used for juice. Dark green trilobed leaves. This vine gets very large. To produce fruit it must be cross pollinated, two clones available or use P. 'Black knight' or P. 'Frosty' (W,F) (Fig. 1) $4.95

PASS240  P. edulis 'Frosty' - (McClain) Developed for the coastal area, it will tolerate lower temperatures and produces fruit in cooler areas. It has tolerated heavy frost. Grows very well in warm areas also. Nice white filly flowers with a purple center and a sweet fragrance. Light purple, fruit of rich flavor. (W,C,F) $7.95

PASS245  P. edulis 'Frederick' (Worley) This is the large fruited, red purple, self fertile, extremely productive, vigorous growing hybrid that blows all of the others right off the map! Excellent flavored fruit on a "cover the world" vine. Makes a fine juice or just scoop out of the shell. Along with all of the other attributes the flowers are large, white with a dark purple center and have a delightful scent. It likes warmth and rich soil. (W,F) $7.95

PASS250  P. 'Elizabeth' - (Worley) So many people have sung the praises of this beautiful flower, it is hard to be original. Large, sweetly scented, lavender blue flowers with extravagant frilled filaments cover the vine. Cross pollination produces a luscious very large fruit with a sweet fragrant pulp. (W,C,F) (Fig. 1) $7.95

PASS260  P. 'Eynsford Gem' - Medium red-maroon flowers with petals that reflex and show great color. The leaves are shiny and sturdy. A beauty that has become a must have in every collection. Good in containers. (W,C,F,H) (Fig. 3) $7.95

PASS265  P. 'Fledermouse' - (Worley) Handsome maroon flowers and showy bilobed leaves. Easy, vigorous, beautiful in or out of bloom. (W,C,S,H) (Fig. 8) $4.95

PASS270  P. foetida - White to pink flowers with a 'love in a mist' calyces that surround the 2-3 inch flower. The edible fruit is marble sized, the leaves are fuzzy and elongated. Trilobed. Lovely small grower. (W,F,S) $4.95

PASS275  P. guatemalensis - Pure white, sweetly scented flowers in racemes yellow filaments, like huge strawberry flowers. Bronzy, oval, peltate leaves, slightly lobed on a vigorous vine. Rare, unusual. Odor of apples and honey. (W,C,F,S) (Fig. 4) $7.95

PASS280  P. hainii - Oval dark green leaves, hanging flowers translucent white petals. Masses of yellow filaments fill the center of sweetly scented flowers. A knock-out. (W,C,F,S) (Fig. 4) $7.95

PASS285  P. helleri - Sometimes called the honey scented passion flower for its intensely fragrant white and purple flowers with pink overtones. Flowers are smallish but abundant, in clusters, like bouquets. Leaves have two rows of regular glands next to center veins. Highly recommended. (W,C,F,S,G) (Fig. 4) $4.95

PASS290  P. incurvata - The "hardy Passionflower." The lavender colored flowers and edible orange fruit make this North American native vine a real standout. Sweetly scented and lovely flowers. Dormant to the roots each fall. (W,F) (Fig. 1) $7.95

PASS293  P. 'Indigo Dream' - (Worley) Compact growing with stunning flowers with deep indigo filaments against the purple white petals. Dark leaves. (W,F,S,H,G) (Fig. 3) $9.95

PASS295  P. 'Ivy Waves' (Knight) A thin waxy leaved cross of P. coreaeza and P. suberosa that Dr. Knight then made tetraploid so that it produces little purple fruit. Could make an excellent ground cover in Florida or other moist areas. Wavy leaves. (W,C,F,S,H,G) (Fig. 10) $7.95
PASS300  P. 'Jeannette' - (Worley) The premier Passionflower for container growing, blooms nearly all year around on a very compact plant. Violet-blue flowers are 4 inches plus set off by the dark green satiny foliage. Nicely scented. (W,FS,H) (Fig. 1) $7.95

PASS313  P. 'Lavender Lady' - (Worley) Lavender purple flowers delicate violet filaments. A great landscape vine. Extremely popular for its vigor, bloom quantity and quality. (W,CS) $4.95

PASS315  P. ligularis - Beautiful sea anemone filaments of reddish purple and purple spotted petals. Delightfully scented flowers. Produces a fruit that is considered by many to be the tastiest of all passion fruit. Not a good container plant. Dislikes hot weather, best in cool climates. This species will not self pollinate. Fruit set requires cross pollination. We have clones "1" & "2" please tell us if you want one of each. (C,F) (Fig. 7) $12.95

PASS320  P. lutea - Pale yellow flowers on a small growing vine. Native to the SE United States where it can be a weed. Small trilobed leaves, hardly in all but the most northerly tier of States. (W,C,F) (Fig. 10) $7.95

PASS325  P. lutea 'Silver Sword' - (Worley) P. lutea but with a broad pattern of silvery down each main vein. A special new form. (W,C,F) (Fig. 10) $12.95

PASS345  P. membranacea - A rare, precious and very beautiful species with delft red bracts the size of a silver dollar that hang like colorful clam shells. The flowers, pale green on the outside and pure white inside hang from the bracts. (C,F, S) (Fig. 4) $12.95

PASS350  P. menispermifolia - Deep violet, indigo and purple flowers are a rich feast for the eyes. The dark green, densely hairy leaves are a perfect back drop for the medium sized flowers. (W,F,S,G) (Fig. 10) $7.95

PASS351  P. misera - Exotic foliage, with quarter-moon shaped leaves and strange flat stems. The flowers are 1/2 across and pure white. With the ribbon like flat stems it makes an unusual display. Vigorous, easy. (W,C,S,H,G) (Fig. 8) $4.95

PASS352  P. nephrodos - One of the few species that bloom in flushes with multiple flowers opening on one day, throughout the year. Unusual pink flowers with plump shallow trilobed leaves with a sweet scent. A compact grower. (WFSH) (Fig. 1) $9.95

PASS354  P. organensis - The most ornate, colorful of the Passiflora foliage. Leaves are splashed, blotched and streaked cream, silver white often with rosy red over tones. Flowers are cream and lavender colored and compliment the foliage perfectly. A vigorous grower, great on a on a trellis or loop. (W,S,H,G) (Fig. 5) $12.95

PASS355  P. phoenicea var 'Ruby Glow' - (Worley) Very large flowers on this special selection. The 3-6 inch flowers have deep crimson petals and white and blue striped filaments with an intense sweet fragrance. Sturdy, leaves 6" with two big, yellow glands on the leaf petiole. (W,F) (Fig. 7) $9.95

PASS365  P. platyloba - A really special flower with three bracts that enclose the flower like a balloon. The bracts burst open in the morning revealing the purple spotted petals and the purple spotted filaments. A wonderful, showy, sweetly fragrant flower. (W,F) (Fig. 1) $7.95

PASS367  P. 'Possum Purple' - A vigorous plant with good sized purple fruit in abundance. Recommended for growers in Florida and the South Eastern U.S. where it was developed for the hot and humid climate. (WF) (Fig. 1) $6.95

PASS370  P. punctata - A delightful combination of beautiful silver splashed leaves with a deep purple reverse and extraordinary transverse shape. The flowers are produced in great numbers and are purple and white with unusual thick filaments, yellow with a maroon base. Sweetly scented. (W,C,S) (Fig. 10) $7.95

PASS375  P. 'Purple Tiger' - (Worley) Very large sweetly scented flowers with deep red-purple petals and white filaments extravagantly striped in violet-blue. A strong grower with large oval leaves and angled stems. When cross pollinated (use P. caerulea) makes a large fruit with an outstanding flavor. (W,F) (Fig.7) $7.95

PASS380  P. racemosa - Shiny waxy shallowly trilobed leaves and racemes of up to thirty rosy red flowers. This selection was wild collected in Brazil. Slow growing but vigorous. Excellent. (W,F,S,G) (Fig. 1) $7.95

PASS385  P. 'Red Rover' - (Worley) Sweet, dark red, fragrant fruit cover this self fertile vine. This productive "brother" to P. Frederickeis joy to behold. Large flowers, white dark centered cover the plant all summer. This fruit is great for juice and for eating our of hand. (W,F) (Fig. 1) $7.95

PASS390  P. rubra - Fuzzy light green leaves and many small white flowers on a compact plant. Excellent for container cultivation. Produces melon shaped fruit banded in pink. Charming. (W,S,H) (Fig. 2) $4.95

PASS395  P. sanguinolenta 'Maria Rosa' - A larger flowered form of the species with dark rose-pink flowers by the score. The leaves are bilobed and light green and fuzzy. The perfect container passionflower. Sets ribbed ornamental red fruit. (W,C,S,H) (Fig. 2) $4.95

PASS400  P. serratifolia - Masses of flowers that look like they are all filament when the petals reflex. Dark red-purple filaments change to white at the curly tips and the many flowers are sweetly fragrant. The leaves are lance shaped and dark green. (W,F,S,G) (Fig. 7) $7.95

PASS405  P. serratodigitata - Large, nine lobed leaves, like a castor bean on a large growing vine. The Flower is bell shaped with delightful blue and white striped filaments. The aroma is like that of a wild flower, delightful and elusive, and will become, at first sniff, a favorite floral scent. Memorable. Rare. (W,F) (Fig. 3) $7.95

PASS410  P. sexflora - The name says so much. Hard to describe the unusual texture of the bilobed leaves and the pairs of clusters of six flowers on each side of the stem. The flowers are small but there are so many of them, that they appear to be bouquets. (W,C,S,F) (Fig. 10) $7.95

PASS415  P. suberosa - Probably the easiest to grow of all the passiflora. This is a small growing species with small flowers and trilobed leaves. Many leaf forms are found in the wild. We grow a number of them. Sets many mouth-staining little purple fruit. (W,S,H) (Fig. 10) $4.95

PASS420  P. 'Sunburst' - (Worley) Bright orange yellow flowers cover the striking, dark, bilobed leaves. Each leaf veined in gold with a dark purple underside. Unique in coloration and considered the very best foliage/flower combination in Passiflora. Very exotic looking. (W,C,S,H) (Fig. 2) $7.95

PASS430  P. 'Tinlandia' - (Worley) A vigorous cross between P. edulis var flavicapra and P. incarnata. This hybrid grower is cold tolerant and has beautiful flowers of lavender-blue with white crinkled tips. The shiny, waxy leaves and luxuriant growth habit make this a good plant for a fast screen. The flowers are deliciously scented. (W,C,F) (Fig. 1) $7.95

PASS435  P. trifacata - Deep green foliage with wide bands of silver pink down the three main veins. The undersides of the leaves are deep purple. Leaves are most attractive when grown in subdued light. Pure white flowers bloom in the early morning. (W,S) (Fig. 10) $7.95
PASS445  *P. tridactylites* ‘Tiny Tears’ - The leaves are tear-drop shaped and very small. The plant is a very compact grower and the stems turn corky very quickly. Many tiny flowers and purple fruit. (W,F,S,H) $4.95

PASS 450  *P. tualc* - Rose colored petals with a bright orange yellow tube sticking straight up from the center instead of filaments. Absolutely unworldly and unforgettable. Clean bilobed leaves of medium green make the flowers really stand out. (W,S,G)(Fig. 5) $12.95

PASS155  *P. vesparillo* - Leaves like an open butterfly wing waxy green with raised glans on the surface. Flowers are small and pure white and sweetly scented. Easy in a container or a shady corner of the yard or climbing in a greenhouse. (W,S,H,G) $5.95

PASS160  *P. violacea* - Related to *P. amethystina* but distinctly different. The flower has a distinctive band of dark maroon in the center of the flower and bands of mauve and purple. The petals reflex and flowers hang from long peduncles and face outward. A real favorite. A outstanding bloomer. (W,F,S,G)(Fig. 1) $7.95

PASS165  *P. vitifolia* ‘Scarlet Flame’- (Worley) A spectacular selection of the species with bright red-scarlet flowers of large size, 5-7 inches, covering the plant. If cross pollinated a fruit is produced that is beautiful and ornamental with a soft, fuzzy surface and white spots and stripes on a watermelon green background. The fruit is tart and fragrant. As with *P. edulis*, allow the fruit to become wrinkled before eating. (W,F)(Fig. 1) $7.95

**Tacsonia**

This year we have separated the Passifloras of the Tacsonia Section from the other Passiflora because of their different cultural requirements. The Passifloras in this group are usually found at higher altitudes with cool temperatures that vary little the year around. They grow best in cool Mediterranean climates. Coastal California up to Oregon provide idea conditions from this group to thrive.

The flowers are very different as well. The flower colors range from pure white to rich pinks, corals, scarlets and lavenders. The flowers have tubes of varying lengths and may hang straight down, face outward at a 90 degrees of face straight up. Most have corona of small bumps, knobs or short filaments depending upon the species. The fruit may be a small green, elongated oval or a large orange sausage shaped torpedo.

All in this group are vigorous growers if the climate it to their liking. Some plants are ever blooming and some may only bloom during the cool season when other plants are dormant. *P. 'Coral Glow'*, *P. Susan Brigham* and *P. 'Red Bird'* will tolerate more warmth than the other varieties. None of these Tacsonias are recommended for areas of summer heat and high humidity.

PASS445  *P. antioquensis* - The incredible species with deep scarlet, tubular flowers that dangle from2 pedicels! Beautiful triblored forest green leaves. Prefers shade at the roots. The fruit is delicious. (C,F) (fig. 6) $19.95

PASS180  *P. 'Coral Glow' - (Worley) A fantastic show of coral pink flowers that cover the plant, especially during the cool time of the year. The flowers have a long tube and are presented horizontally and upright on the vine. Ever blooming, hybridized to withstand warmer temperatures and bloom where other passifloras fail. Gorgeus, vigorous. (W,C,F) (fig. 6) $7.95

PASS185  *P. 'Coral Sea' - The flower color is similar to that of *P. 'Coral Glow'. Best for coastal areas with cool summers where it performs very well. (C,F) (fig. 6) $7.95

PASS255  *P. Exoniensis* - Intensely colored deep rose pink flowers on long peduncles cover the large growing vigorous vine. Flowers are presented horizontally. It likes a cool coastal environment. (C,F) (fig. 6) $9.95

PASS330  *P. manica* - Intense glowing scarlet red flowers with a ring of deep blue filament in the center of the flower. This cool grower is one of the showiest and is more compact than most of the Subgenus *Tacsonia* species. Still, it is a vigorous grower and a must for any coastal garden. It resents drying out. (C,F)(fig 6) $10.95

PASS335  *P. mathewesi* - A subtly beautiful passion flower in the Subgenus *Tacsonia*. A cool coastal grower with charming clear rose flowers that face outward. The leaves, flowers and overall aspect of the plant are smaller than its relatives. It has no filaments but has instead small white tubercles (bumps) that surround the tube opening. It is self fertile and sets many tasty small green fruit. Hummingbirds love it! (C,F)(Fig 6) $15.95

PASS940  *P. mathewesi var alba 'Innocence' - Glistening pristine white flowers with a glowing crystalline quality. The dark green triblored leaves make the flowers stand out like diamonds. Cool grower. A rare white Passionflower. (C,F)(Fig 6) $12.95

PASS332  *P. mixta - Deep rose pink flowers with peach over-tones cover this large growing vine. Not for pot culture. Perhaps the showiest of the cool growing Passiflora. (C,F) (fig. 6) $15.95

PASS333  *P. mollissima - The most commonly grown of all the Subgenus Tacsonia and a lovely one. The pink flowers hang straight down and are fantastic viewed from below. The vigorous vine produces abundant elongated 4-5 inch golden fruit that is delicious juiced and sweetened with a little honey. (C,F)(Fig 6) $5.95

PASS475  *P. pinnatistipula - Deeply lobed leave, almost cut to the base with felted white undersides and deeply textured surfaces. The flower hold a real surprise, the petals are pale pink and white but the filaments are deep blue and an inch long! Fruits are round instead of elongated. $29.95

PASS360  *P. 'Pink Pronenade' - (McCain) Unusual cool grower with white and pink flowers that bloom pointing straight up. The calyx tube is very thick and wide. A very special and brand new hybrid. Does well in a cool coastal climate. (C,F)(Fig 6) $15.95

PASS0423  *P. Red Bird' - (Worley) Bright glowing scarlet red flowers produced all year. A.P. 'Coral Glow' cross that blooms all year long. Folage and habit similar to P. 'Coral Grow'. (C,F)(fig 6) $15.95

PASS425  *P. Susan Brigham' - (Worley) A large, fuchsia-rose colored flower that is produced on an extremely aggressive vine. Each flower is up to five inches across with small white filaments. Very floriferous, this plant makes an fantastic show. A cool grower for Northern and Southern California. (C,F)(Fig 6) $10.95

PASS410  *P. tricolor - Cool growing. A special plant with fuzzy triblored leaves cut into three parts. Add to this a pure white flower that faces outward with thick waxy petals and an enormous supply of nectar and flowers that bloom after mid-night and you have a rare and unusual Passionflower. Best pollinated in the wild the stamens all face downward on the lower side of the ovary. Wow! (C,F)(Fig 6) $12.95
Aristolochia

Aristolochia are strong growing vines that have some of the most unusual flowers in the world. It is hard to characterize the flowers except to say that most have a tube that is bent like a "Dutchman's Pipe". The flowers have no petals but instead have a single flattened tube. The flower size ranges from ½ inch to two feet by three feet. The culture is the same as for other tropical plants. Use a soil that drains well but stays moist. Fertilize well during the growing season. The flowers are exotic, beautiful and always a surprise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARST02</td>
<td>Aristolochia californica</td>
<td>Native California species with elongated, fuzzy, elongated heart-shaped leaves. Three inch &quot;Dutchman's Pipe&quot; flowers with purple lobes. Rare.</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARST06</td>
<td>Aristolochia fimbriata</td>
<td>This small growing vine has unusual pale yellow flowers with brown markings and curled filaments around the upper lobe. A great container plant.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARST109</td>
<td>Aristolochia gigantiflora</td>
<td>Wow, huge flowers, which can get to 18' x 15' or larger of pinkish bronze with white veining, and to your delight, a rich lemon aroma!</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARST019</td>
<td>Aristolochia grandiflora</td>
<td>Handsome heart shaped leaves and 8 inch flowers similar to A. elegans but much larger flowers with a nice scent.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARST029</td>
<td>Aristolochia littoralis</td>
<td>(Formerly A. elegans) The charming, &quot;Calico Flower&quot; with small kidney shaped leaves and &quot;Dutchman's Pipe&quot; flowers with a flat face, rich maroon with creamy white patterns. Easy.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARST039</td>
<td>Aristolochia ringens</td>
<td>Truly an outstandingly strange flower. The foot long flowers are shaped just like a pelican's beak! They grow horizontally from the stems to complete the picture. Vigorous.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARST049</td>
<td>Aristolochia triloba</td>
<td>Beautiful three lobed leaves with gold veining and fascinating, long upright flowers that have a long, twisting, black thread hanging from the upper hook.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARST069</td>
<td>Aristolochia species PW#1</td>
<td>Deeply lobed three parted leaves on a rapidly vining plant with unusual upright golden yellow flowers with a golden throat and a long golden tendril hanging from the upper hood.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMPH008</td>
<td>Ampelopsis paniculatum</td>
<td>Panicles of creamy flowers that become purple as they age. Very vinous vine with squared stems. New to cultivation this wild collected species never been offered before.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAR002</td>
<td>Asarina sericofera</td>
<td>Called the cruel vine because it can trap moths by the proboscis, releasing them unharmed in the morning. Felted green leaves clusters of bell like white flowers.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAR041</td>
<td>Asarina barclayana</td>
<td>This form has remarkable deep violet purple flowers. Slender twiner for a small area.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAR051</td>
<td>Asarina erubescens</td>
<td>Called the &quot;Climbing Glorinia&quot;. Soft downy leaves and large pink trumpet shaped flowers all summer long. Strong grower.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAU019</td>
<td>Beaumontia grandiflora</td>
<td>Called the 'Easter Lily Vine' for its fragrant flowers that resemble lilacs. Vigorous, with handsome, large glossy green leaves. A really fine plant, can be trained as a shrub. Blooms on old growth.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIGN020</td>
<td>Bignonia capreolata var. atrosanguinea</td>
<td>A vigorous grower with brilliant, deep red flowers. Excellent bloomer and a real favorite. Waxy deep green leaves on a handsome vine. Beautiful and very vigorous.</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIGN025</td>
<td>Bignonia capreolata 'Tangerine'</td>
<td>Mandarin orange flowers with golden yellow in the throat the same habit and growth as B. atrosanguinea. A rare form.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIGN030</td>
<td>Bignonia argygo-violescens</td>
<td>The name of this plant is in dispute, but the beautiful, dark, purple silver foliage with silver veins is indisputable. Grown as a foliage vine it has its best color in shade. Very vigorous.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLER077</td>
<td>Clerodendrum thomsonia</td>
<td>A beautiful compact vine. The leaves are deep green and smooth. The flowers are scarlet red with a pure white calyx.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLER077</td>
<td>Clerodendrum thomsonia 'Variegata'</td>
<td>The same vine as the species and the same &quot;bleeding heart flowers&quot; but the leaves have a wide margin of pure white. Beautiful!</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLER080</td>
<td>Clerodendrum 'Speciosum'</td>
<td>This hybrid has showy red bracts and deep red flowers. Blooms ove a very long season. Easy to grow and vigorous.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We offer other shrubby type clerodendrons in another area of the catalogue. Many are hardy in coastal California.  
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Dalechampia serratiflora
An easy to grow vigorous vine with soft heart shaped leaves and spectacular, butterfly like bright pink bracts that can be up to 5 inches across! The flower starts out small and dark pink and bracts continue to expand over a long period of time. The centers, the actual flowers are yellow and red. $4.95

Dioscorea discolor
One of the worlds most beautiful foliage vines with large heart shaped leaves colored with purple, pink, many shades of green with red veins and banded with silver. Goes dormant to bulb. Vigorous and spectacular. We do not propagate until the plant sprouts in the summer so be prepared to wait. Indicate if you wish to have this plant shipped separately (additional postage, packing) or hold your order until this plant is ready. $9.95

Dioscorea japonica
Heart shaped deep green leaves that produce the “air potatoes” along the stems. Tubers are gathered and eaten in Japan as a starchy vegetable. Interesting plant. $5.95

Dioscorea sansibarensis
Large lobed leaves with wide ears to the side and a narrow tip. Vigorous grower. Goes dormant to a bulb. $7.97

Gelsemium sempervirens
Hundreds of golden yellow, slipper shaped, sweetly scented flowers on a graceful small leaved vine. Excellent for pot culture. $4.95

Hardenbergia ‘Happy Wanderer’
A compact growing vine with dark violet racemes of flowers and strong dark foliage. Excellent in a pot or trained on a trellis. $5.95

Hardenbergia ‘Myrtle Wolf’
Strong grower with deep purple flowers and dark green, divided foliage. A very nice addition to the group. $6.95

Hardenbergia ‘Snow Storm’
Masses of pure white flowers on the same vigorous plant as the other Hardenbergia. Very showy clusters of rosy pink flowers on a typical Hardenbergia vine. Good grower and a new color for the group. $7.95

Ipomoea acuminata
A perennial Morning Glory that stays open all day and doesn’t set seed and so, can’t become a menace. Large dark blue flowers. $5.95

Ipomoea palmata
Mauve pink flowers and, shiny beautiful leaves, divided like a hand on a vigorous vine. Sturdy but delicate looking. $5.95

Jasmines are wonderful flowering vines that provide a feast for the senses with their sweet, and subtle or heavy, but heavenly perfume. They are easy to grow and like any vigorous vine can easily be kept in bounds with a little pruning. They like warm and even moisture and with humidity will enjoy sun but will tolerate shade.

Jasminum azoricum
Sweety scented white flowers on an evergreen climber. Abundant summer bloomer. $6.95

Jasminum beesianum
The “red Jasmine” A deep rose colored flower with a sweet fragrance and a fast growing habit and small oval leaves. Easy to grow and vigorous. $6.95

Jasminum beesianum ‘Margaret’ (Wesley) Medium pink, sweetly scented flowers with the same form and habit as the regular species. $6.95

Jasminum flavidum
Many small yellow flowers on this compact shrub vine. Deep green divided leaves Excellent to light up smaller areas. $5.95

Jasminum humile ‘Revolutum’
Sweety scented yellow flowers in clusters that appear year around. Easy and vigorous form of the species. $7.95

Jasminum grandiflorum
Fragrant white flowers and a vigorous growing plant. Flowers are up to 1 1/2 inches across and the leaves are oval and shiny. $6.95

Jasminum kerrii
Waxy evergreen foliage, tapered leaves and clusters of fragrant white flowers. This beautiful climber is easy to grow and easy to train. $5.95

Jasminum mesnyi
Deep yellow single, semidouble and fully double flowers on a vigorous growing plant. Can be trained to climb or grown as a weeping bush. Easy. $4.95

Jasminum nitidum
Ever blooming pure white flowers that are sweetly scented on a bushy plant. Delightful in a container to lighten up a drab corner. $5.95

Jasminum nudiflorum
The winter jasmine with small dark green leaves and intense yellow flowers. Charming and easily trained to a vine or trimmed to a bush. $5.95

Jasminum pakeri
The smallest growing species that will spread slowly as a thick mound with yellow flowers. Leaves are small. Excellent in a rock garden a good Bonsai subject. $5.95

Jasminum polyanthum
Masses of sweetly scented flowers from pink buds! A vigorous and delightful viner that makes a fine basket specimen as well. $4.95

Jasminum polyanthum ‘Variegatum’
A new look on a popular variety. Very vigorous each leaflet has a wide margin of pure white, same pink buds and sweet scent. Very nice. $5.95

Jasminum rex
Large, 3 inch, pure white flowers, the largest of all jasmines. Slow growing tropical vining shrub with 3 inch waxy leaves. Amazing to see in full bloom. $8.95

Jasminum sanbacin
The Pikake that is so popular for lei in Hawaii. The fragrance is intense and lingering sweet and wonderful. Vining or can be trained to a shrub. $5.95

Jasminum Sanbacin ‘The Grand Duke of Tuscany’
So ‘double’ and full its almost unbelievable. Sweetly scented and shrub and habit. A classic plant with a classy scent. $6.95

Jasminum s. stephanense
Climber with lacy leaves and charming, good sized pink flowers with a delightful scent. A vigorous J. beesianum hybrid. $5.95

Jasminum volubile ‘Variegata’
Oval pointed leaves, splashed with golden patterns, pure white, sweetly scented flowers. $7.95

Jasminum volubile ‘Maculata’
Sweetly scented flowers of pure white. The leaves have a bright gold splash in the center. Excellent plant to brighten up a drab corner. $7.95
**Mandevilla** are vigorous and relatively compact vines with showy flowers in abundance. They require steady moisture, but must not sit in water so use a soil that drains well and holds moisture. As with all vines for best growth do fertilize regularly during the growing season.

**MAND047** Mandevilla 'Alice Du Pont' A very showy vine with spectacular clusters of bright rose pink trumpet shaped flowers with dark pink throats. Leathery green foliage. Likes heat and good drainage. Excellent in a pot. **$6.95**

**MAND057** Mandevilla laxa A vigorous growing vine with clusters of pure white flowers with a very strong sweet smell. The bright green foliage is handsome and deciduous, losing its leaves in late fall. This selection has extra large flowers **$6.95**

**MAND067** Mandevilla luteascens Clear yellow trumpet flowers that look like silk over soft green foliage of this strong twiner. Very rare and lovely **$7.95**

**MAND077** Mandevilla sandera A choice twiner which can be trained as a basket or on a trellis. Cluster of 2-3 inch pink trumpet shaped flowers with very waxy shiny leaf like leaves. A classic green house climber. **$5.95**

**MAND87** Mandevilla 'Red Riding Hood' Dark, red rose flowers on a vigourous vining plant. Shiny leather like leaves set off the flower clusters. Very Choice **$6.95**

**MAN020** Manetitia bicolor Called the "Firecracker Vine" for its masses of extremely showy tubular flowers of brilliant scarlet orange tipped bright yellow. Really every blooming and easy to grow and vigorous. **$4.95**

**OXER002** Oxera pulchella Masses of pure white flowers in clusters on a strong vine. Deep green waxy leaves. A special beauty. **$6.95**

**PAND019** Pandorea jasminoides 'Rosa Superba' Scented cluster of clear pink flowers with dark rose in the throat. Larger and brighter than other forms. Excellent bloomer and that puts on a beautiful display. **$6.95**

**PAND090** Pandorea jasminoides 'Alba' Clusters of pure white trumpet shaped flowers on this specially selected form of the species. Glossy, handsome pinnate foliage. Really lovely. **$6.95**

**PAND050** Pandorea pandorana Masses of small cream colored flowers with rust red throat. Called the Wonga-Wonga vine. Nice dark green waxy leaves. **$6.95**

**PAND055** Pandorea pandorana 'Crystal Lights' Gleaming white masses of flowers over a long period. A beautiful new introduction. **$7.95**

**PAND060** Pandorea pandorana 'Billy Bud' Delicate twining stems with clusters of sandy colored flowers penciled with pink outside and dark pink throat. **$7.95**

**PETR008** Petrea volubilis Sprays of deep violet flowers on a persistent caylx so when flower falls the lavender caylx gives the impression of an open bloom. perfect on an arch or near a doorway. **$9.95**

**PRTH009** Parthenocissus henryana One of my favorite vines with a five parted dark brown leaf with white veins, purple beneath. Elegant and lovely **$9.95**

**PRTH015** Parthenocissus quinquefolia The Virginia Creeper with five parted saw toothed leaves that turn beautiful oranges and scarlets in the fall. **$5.95**

**PRTH021** Parthenocissus quinquefolia 'Splashes' An old variety newly reintroduced. Splashes of rosy pink and white all over the leaves lights up a shady corner. A show stopper. **$15.95**

**PRTH027** Parthenocissus tricuspidata 'Veitchii' The Boston Ivy. Not an ivy of course but found on the walls of Ivy League Colleges. New growth purple, and in the fall the leaves blaze with color **$5.95**

**PRSK002** Persika aculeata The Barbados Gooseberry. Spiny, shiny, sinewy stems and waxy leaves on this unusual vining cactus. The flowers are bright chartreuse and look like single wild roses. The flowers, when pollinated, are followed by 1½ to 2 inch yellow fruit that is very tasty **$5.95**

**PRDR003** Pordana ricasoliana Clusters of funnel shaped tropical pink flowers, veined red. Dark green leaflets (7-9) give an exotic appearance. Handsome and vigorous. **$6.95**

**POLY004** Polygonum auberti The Silver Lace Vine has masses of white lacy flowers on a vinvous twining vine. Sweet scent. **$5.95**

**POLY008** Polygonum multiformum Shiny green elongated heart-shaped leaves and panicles of white flowers. Fast growing and beautiful. **$7.95**

**PSEE003** Pseudognoxys chenopodiace 'Sao Paulo' 'The Flame Vine'. This form has larger bright orange daisy flowers on a vigorous twining vine with purple highlights. **$5.95**

**RHDC005** Rodochiton atrosanguineum Scalloped heart-shaped leaves with black-purple flowers that hang in a row from rose-colored calyx cups. Cool growing gorgeous vine. **$6.95**

**ROS003** Rosa banksiae 'Albo-Plena' 'The White Banks Rose. Vigorous climber with masses of double white flowers. Thornless stems violet scent. A classic climber can be trained easily. **$7.95**

**ROS006** Rosa banksiae 'Lutea' 'The yellow Banks Rose' with masses of yellow flowers, thornless stems great vigor. **$7.95**

**ROS009** Rosa wichuriana 'Vareigata' Small leaflets splashed with pure white, white scented flowers. Excellent in a container. Beautiful. **$7.95**

**SOLD015** Solanum maxima Golden yellow deeply cupped flowers with dark chocolate lines to the center, sweet scent. Large grower. **$5.95**

**SOLD019** Solanum maxima 'Vareigata' Spectacularly variegated leaves that start purple and grow to a wide white margin. Golden flowers with a sweet scent. **$9.95**

**SOLN005** Solanum crispum 'Glasnevin' May be clipped to a shrub or trained as a vine. The graceful Lavender flowers grow in clusters. the leaves are dark green. **$5.95**

**SOLN010** Solanum jasminoides Clusters of white flowers that look like jasmine with yellow centers. Soft green leaves. Fast growing. **$4.95**

**SOLN015** Solanum jasminoides 'Variegatum' Like the above with each leaf edged in creamy gold. **$5.95**

**SOLN020** Solanum macrantherum New species from Mexico with large soft leaves and clusters of large lavender flowers with a golden eye. Sweet vanilla scented. **$9.95**

**SOLN025** Solanum wendlandii Paradise flower. Huge clusters of lilac-blue flowers with paler striping that billow from the strong growing vine. Light green leaves. Stunning! **$9.95**

**SOLL003** Sollya heterophylla Australian Bluebell Clear blue, bell like flowers on a twining vine. Lanceolate leaves of medium green. **$5.95**

**SOLL005** Sollya heterophylla 'Buddy Choice' Very compact form of the species with blue flowers. Excellent in a container. **$5.95**

**SOLL007** Sollya heterophylla 'Snow Bells' A pure white flowered form with white bell-like flowers, the same twining habit as the species. **$6.95**

**SOLL009** Sollya heterophylla 'Rosy Bells' A new and rare form of the species light rose colored bells on a twining vine. **$7.95**
Like the species but with clear yellow flowers and darker leaves. The scent is lemony and refreshing. $4.95

**Trachelospermum jasminoides 'Hosoba'**
Beautifully variegated leaves in blocks of pure white, greys with white veins. Difficult to describe but lovely. A vigorous twining vine. $5.95

**Trachelospermum minima 'Variegata'**
A dwarf version of the species with splashes and patches of white. Different coloration than the regular 'Variegata'. $5.95

**Trachelospermum jasminoides 'Minimum'**
A very compact form of the species with rounded waxy deep green leaves, small in every way and a great lacy effect. $5.95

**Thunbergia** are everblooming vines that put on an incredible show all year long in mild climates. Each species has its distinctive features and all are vigorous growing, colorful and beautiful. Use the same cultural suggestions as for the other vines. I list other **Thunbergias** that are shrubby and dwarf growing elsewhere in the catalogue.

**Thunbergia gibsonii** Brilliant, glowing rich orange flowers on a strong twining vine with beautiful gray-green foliage. Very hairy leaves and stems

**Thunbergia coccinea**
Flowers shaped in a hooded keel, like T. mysorensis, but smaller. Flowers are red and hang down in clusters. The leaves are dark green, long and narrow.

**Thunbergia grandiflora** One of the worlds most popular blue flowered vines. This plant produces long hanging clusters of 3-4 inch dark sky blue flowers with a bold open face. Heavy waxy foliage. Spectacular.

**Thunbergia grandiflora 'Alba'** Fuzzy leaves, wider than regular grandiflora with stark white flowers hanging in long chains. Everyone loves it.

**Thunbergia gregorii**
Loves to creep and spread, and so makes an excellent basket or ground cover. Everblooming bright orange flowers.

**Thunbergia mysorensis**
Flowers of dark red with a yellow face and the curious look of an open parrot's beak.
The flowers hang in tremendous numbers in long crowded chains producing one of the most spectacular sights imaginable. The shiny, dark green leaves are 6 inches long and narrow.

**Vanilla planifolia**
True Vanilla, the flavoring, is made from the pods of this interesting climbing orchid. The plant is attractive with its waxy leaves an the flowers are exotic and sweetly scented. Grow your own vanilla. $9.95

**NON-VINING ORNAMENTAL PLANTS**

**Brugmansia**

**Brugmansia**, once called *Datura*, are fast growing shrubby plants with large soft green, oval leaves and huge, sweet scented trumpet shaped flowers. Most will bloom in a large pot. The flowers are particularly fragrant at night and can scent your whole yard. The plants can be in bloom nearly any time of year with heavy flushes of flowers at regular intervals.

**Brugmansia 'Apricot'** Fine apricot colored flowers on an excellent blooming plant. $7.95

**Brugmansia 'Betty Marshall'** Compact and very floriferous pure white flowers with a very sweet spicy scent. $7.95

**Brugmansia 'Xcandida' 'Double White'** Fully double plant with a heady scent and large velvety leaves. The flowers are pendant. $7.95

**Brugmansia 'Charles Grimaldi'** [Schwarz] Huge flowers of glowing yellow orange and recurved petal tips. Bartley Schwarz has created a spectacular plant that blooms in the heat and cool weather. Fantastic! $7.95

**Brugmansia 'Dr. Suss'** (Grimaldi) Named for the fantastic flowers drawn by the good Doctor. Strong deep yellow flowers, the lobe tips recurved into a complete circle. $7.95

**Brugmansia 'Ecuador Pink'** (Pasco) Large pendant flowers that change from pale pink to clear medium pink. Some of the largest flowers in the group. $8.95

**Brugmansia 'Frosty Pink'** Large sized pink-salmon flower with a sweet scent and strong growth. Flowers age to a dark pink set off by the dark green foliage. A beautiful show. $7.95
BRUG047  Brugmansia 'Hetty Kraus'  Huge yellow orange flower. One of the very best. $7.95
BRUG050  Brugmansia x insignis  Pink Salmon pink flowers on this classic hybrid. $7.95
BRUG055  Brugmansia 'Jamaica Yellow'  Lemon yellow flowers with spicy sweet scent, compact growing. $7.95
BRUG059  Brugmansia sanguinea  A high mountain species with long narrow tubes of golden yellow with orange red on the lower quarter of the flower, the face. Dark green leaves. $7.95
BRUG064  Brugmansia sanguinea 'Inca King'  The long narrow tubes of B. sanguinea but pure yellow in every part with soft fuzzy leaves. A remarkable selection. $12.95
BRUG067  Brugmansia sanguinea 'Alfred'  A wild collected form with dark solid all red flowers with only the veins a golden yellow. Recollected after 20 years. $15.95
BRUG072  Brugmansia sanguinea 'Inca Throne'  A unique form of the species B. sanguinea of a clear golden yellow twice the size and length of flower fuzzy large leaves. Strong grower never offered anywhere before. $16.95
BRUG076  Brugmansia sanguinea 'Inca Queen'  This unusual species has narrow yellow-orange with a deep red face and a yellow throat. Compact and smaller growing. Leaves are very fuzzy and smaller than others. $8.95
BRUG081  Brugmansia sanguinea 'Pasachoa'  A busy form with grey green leaves and yellow flowers tipped in red. $8.95
BRUG086  Brugmansia vulcanicola  The rarest of species now in cultivation. Pink-apricot flower with a blush of lavender give an other worldly effect. Narrow tubes and a small limb. compact and beautiful never offered before. $19.95

Cestrum are the popular Jessamines with shrubby habit and clusters of flower from green to white to purple, red and orange. The are easy to grow following general cultural instructions. Many have showy berries following the flowers and some varieties are grow for their powerful sweetly scented flowers. Tropical looking.

CEST027  Cestrum aurantiacum  Fragrant orange flowers on a graceful compact shrub. White berries follow the flowers. $5.95
CEST032  Cestrum 'Balboa' (Worley)  An amazing compact plant with masses of dark yellow flowers with touches of green at the base. Large spires of dense flowers at the branch ends as well as along the stem. Fragrant only at night. $5.95
CEST037  Cestrum diurnum  Pure white flowers that are daytime fragrant on a delicate, willow leaved plant. $5.95
CEST042  Cestrum elegans 'Cherry Ripe'  Red tubular flowers in clusters along the graceful stems, lovely red berries. $5.95
CEST047  Cestrum elegans 'Fire Chief'  Orange red tubular flowers cover the plant. a new and beautiful form. $5.95
CEST051  Cestrum elegans 'Deep Rose'  Dark rose pink flowers adorn this form of the species. An excellent selection. $5.95
CEST055  Cestrum elegans 'Smithii'  Like the above with pink flowers. Nice deep green leaves and showy red berries. $5.95
CEST059  Cestrum fasciculatum  Large clusters of dark purple flowers with a lighter face. $5.95
CEST063  Cestrum guatemalensis  Smooth shiny leaves and small clusters of flowers all over. The flowers are yellow with orange overtones. Sweetly scented in the morning hours. $5.95

CLER048  Clerodendrum bungii  Clusters of pink flowers like a bouquet with a sweet scent. Dark foliage with red hairs. Very pretty. $5.95
CLER058  Clerodendrum ugandense  Upright shrub with bright blue bicolor flowers. A fine plant with one of the best blue flowers, like butterflies. $5.95
CLER068  Clerodendrum philippinum  Fully double rose like white flowers in clusters that fade to rose color intensely fragrant flowers of the classic cashmere bouquet. Spectacular $6.95
CRER079  Clerodendrum tricolotum  Large growing species with loose clusters of starry flowers that are followed by china blue and aqua berries. $6.95

CYPH004  Cyphomandra betacea 'Ecuadorian Orange'  The orange tree tomato has delicious fruit that I really enjoy. Not tomato flavored, but another taste entirely. Not sharp like the red form. A fine fruit. Eminently edible on a small tree. Fruit is egg sized and medium orange colored. Delicious.

DICHO01  Dichorisandra thysiflora  Called the "Blue ginger" because of its growth habit and clusters of bright blue flowers. Upright growing with handsome dark bronze to green foliage and flowers at the tips. $5.95

DURN004  Duranta repens 'Alba'  Summer flowering with pure white flowers in racemes followed by yellow berries. Handsome weeping habit. $5.95
DURN014  Duranta repens 'Sarasota' (Worley)  Selected from thousands of plants for its compact habit, better flowering habit and nicely colored flowers. The Sky flower with its rich blue, sweetly scented racemes is really choice and excellent for container growing. $5.95
Salvia

We have listed a portion of our large Salvia collection. We are constantly adding new varieties. We have chosen to offer those varieties that perform well in the garden and are grown for their strikingly beautiful flowers. Due to space limitation we can only give a brief description of the plants and flowers. For further information and cultural care we suggest the new book by Betsy Clebsch, *A Book of Salvias: Sages For Every Garden*. The price for all the salvias listed below is $4.95.

**Salvia confertiflora**  Furry orange spikes of flowers, large dark leaves, bushy 8'.

**Salvia 'Costa Rica Blue'**  Bright blues spikes of color over broad dark leaves, 5' plus.

**Salvia 'Daras Choice'**  Purple colored flowers on this greggii hybrid with fuzzy leaves and 1 ½' and spreading to 6' wide.

**Salvia darcy'**  Bright red flowers, and small triangular leaves grows 3-4 feet tall.

**Salvia 'Dark Dancer'**  Plum-purple flowers on this greggii hybrid with a bushy habit.

**Salvia discolor**  The black salvia with nearly black flowers over pea green leaves with white underneath. 3-4' tall.

**Salvia elegans 'Compacta'**  Pineapple sage with delightfully scented leaves and bright red flowers.

**Salvia elegans 'Freda Dixon'**  Pineapple sage with fragrant pink flowers.

**Salvia fulgens**  Large velvety red flowers over light green leaves. 3-4' tall.

**Salvia gansneriflora 'Tequila'**  Large, bold red flowers with black calyces, spectacular. Fuzzy broad leaves.

**Salvia glechomafolia**  Masses of medium blue flowers over a dense plant with small foliage.

**Salvia greggii 'Annie'**  Small leaves set off the beautiful bright rose pink flowers.

**Salvia greggii 'Chiffon'**  Masses of soft yellow flowers with orange overtones.

**Salvia greggii Cienega de Oro**  Abundant bright yellow flowers on a 3' plant.

**Salvia greggii 'Coral'**  Glowing coral colored flowers on a bushy plant that grows 3' plus.

**Salvia greggii 'Furman' Red**  Deep glowing red flowers on this exciting new selection.

**Salvia greggii 'Lavender Rose'**  A bushy low growing type with abundant, large flowers.

**Salvia greggii 'Moonlight'**  Selected by M.N. Smith; this dense grower has moonlight yellow flowers.

**Salvia greggii 'Nevro Leon'**  Deep purple flowers highlight this rounded bushy plant.

**Salvia greggii 'Sea Foam'**  Terrific flower count on this pure white flower capped bushy plant.

**Salvia greggii 'Wild Thing'**  MN Smith hybrid that features bright coral-pink flowers on a compact bushy plant.

**Salvia glechomafolia**  Bright red flowers over small leaves on a dense plant.

**Salvia guaranitica**  Textured leaves set off the large blue flowers on this bushy plant 4'.

**Salvia guaranitica 'Argentine Skies'**  Broad green leaves set off the large light blue flowers.

**Salvia 'Indigo Blue'**  Intense blue-purple flowers over small furry, grey green leaves.

**Salvia involucrata**  Beautiful colored bracts surround the dark pink flowers, large leaves on a 6' plant.

**Salvia azurea grandiflora**  Greyish leaves, blue flowers, 2-3' slender stems.

**Salvia blepharophylla**  Dark foliage sets off the bright red flowers, busy and compact to 2'.

**Salvia buchanani**  Deep magenta flowers, shiny, dark leaves 3'.

**Salvia cacaifoila**  Bright blue flowers, triangular stems semi-trailing.

**Salvia chamaedryoides**  Small grey leaves, bright blue flowers and low bushy habit.

**Salvia chippis**  Dark magenta flowers, shiny leaves, compact.

**Salvia clevelandii 'Aromas'**  Lavender flowers, grey green leaves, 5'.'

**Salvia clevelandii 'Whirlie Blue'**  Bright lavender flowers, dense habit, grey green leaves.

**Salvia clevelandii 'Winifred Gilman'**  Deep, vivid lavender, fragrant leaves, 3' plus.

**Salvia coahuilensis**  Abundant rich deep violet flowers, light green leaves, 3' plus.

**Salvia cocinea 'Alba'**  White flowers, bright green leaves, 3'.

**Salvia cocinea 'Breathurst'**  Bright pink flowers, dark bracts, dense habit 2'.

**Salvia cocinea 'Coral Nymph'**  Dark pink flowers, clumping habit 2'.

**Salvia cocinea 'Crimson King'**  Bright red flowers, dense upright habit, 2'.

**Salvia 'Lady in Red'**  Clustered red flowers on a compact growing plant.

**Salvia cocinea 'Snow Nymph'**  Spikes of white flowers, upright habit, 2'.
PLANTS SUITABLE FOR BONSAI CULTURE

These plants are all small growing and most are not hardy out-of-doors, they will not take freezing, most make excellent house plants and all are excellent in greenhouses. Grow in well drained soil and follow the general cultural suggestions. The Bonsai plants are ready to be made into Bonsai, they are not trained as Bonsai, that is the job of the grower. There are some excellent and rare plants all are special and a joy to grow. All of the plants below are very compact and distinctive. Grown for interesting flowers or beautiful foliage they can be made into superb Bonsai or pruned for topiary or trained to a small espalier.

ACER007 Acer palmatum The Japanese maple. Seedlings with finely cut leaves ready to start training. $6.95
BOUG003 Bougainvillea ‘Bangkok’ The smallest of the Bouganvillea with flowers along the stems and at the tips, tiny pointed flowers. $6.95
CARC003 Carica quercifolia Chubby little stems with oval oak like leaves. This form is self fertile and makes little orange edible fruit that is very ornamental. Makes a nice caudex. $8.95
CUPH062 Cuphea hyssopifolia Tiny 1/2 inch leaves on a dwarf bushy shrub with loads of 1/4 inch, lavender pink flowers. Nearly everblooming. Excellent for bonsai. $3.95
CUPH072 Cuphea hyssopifolia ‘Alba’ The same habit and form as the above with pure white flowers. $4.95

FIGS

These Figs make excellent house plants as well as superb Bonsai plants. Treat as any house plant and avoid over watering.

FIGU014 Ficus philippinensis Philippine Banyan. A compact fig with small leaves but prettier, forms aerial roots well. $5.95
FIGU024 Ficus ‘Green Emerald’ Excellent compact grower with thick rounded leaves and small clusters of fruit along the stem. Easy to keep small, matures rapidly. $5.95
FIGU034 Ficus salicifolia Slow growing, excellent for bonsai, dwarf with narrow leaves. Beautiful. $5.95

DWARF CREEPING FIGS

These small, creeping forms of fig make excellent plants for use on a topiary, as a vigorous growing ground cover for a terrarium or a charming small basket plant. They root as they grow over the surface of moist soil but are easily kept in bounds by regular pruning.

FIGU009 Ficus pumila A small creeping fig with one inch rounded leaves. Easy. $3.95
FIGU019 Ficus pumila ‘Minima’ A tiny leaved form of pumila, excellent terrarium ground cover. $3.95
FIGU029 Ficus pumila ‘Quercifolia’ Tiny leaves are ivy shaped on this choice tiny form. $3.95
FIGU039 Ficus pumila ‘Variegata’ The same sized leaves as pumila but splashed and speckles pure white. $4.95
FIGU049 Ficus pumila marginata A new addition to the group with tiny oval green leaves edged with a wide band of pure white. Charming and easy. $3.95
GARD029  Gardenia radicans 'variegated'  Splashes of white on a very small growing plant with white typical gardenia look but only 1 inch across. Classic. $6.95
ILEX019  Ilex 'Okinawa'  Tiny typical holly leaves one inch long and under with a very compact habit. A truly dwarf, charming little holly. A natural Bonsai. $5.95
ILEX029  Ilex 'Stokes'  A very small holly with smooth rounded leaves about 3/4 inch long. This lovely little plant makes berries without a pollinator. Excellent for Bonsai culture. $5.95
MALP090  Malpighia cocigera  Looks like a miniature holly but the leaves are only 1 inch and the plant has scented rose-pink flowers with fringed edges. Easy, great for Bonsai training. $4.95
POMG026  Punica 'Bonnet'  A dwarf pomegranate with charming pink flowers. Can be kept tiny. $4.95
POMG037  Punica 'Chico'  A dwarf grower with fully double flowers. Does not set fruit. Can be kept under 1 foot for bonsai. Not available until August 1998 $6.95
POMG046  Punica granatum 'Nana'  The dwarf Pomegranate. The scarlet orange flowers appear in the spring and are followed by small edible fruit. A classic Bonsai subject. Easy to grow, can be kept under 1 foot. $4.95
PYRCN018  Pyracantha 'Snowdown'  A rare and lovely form of Pyracantha with a white brushed margin of white around each bright green leaf. The berries are bright red. Fairly fast Bonsai subject. Seldom seen. $7.95
SEGR005  Sageretia theezans  The Chinese Sweet Plum with small light green leaves. Branches easily and produces clusters of sweet smelling white flowers followed by dark, purple-black berries. Considered to be a classic for Bonsai training. $4.95

Snow Roses

Serissa is one of the finest little plants for Bonsai, house plant or out of doors in mild climates. They look best kept between 6 and 12 inches tall. As the plants mature and the stems thicken the leaves become wavier and smaller. I found five of these varieties myself in various small nurseries and private homes in Hawaii. I am proud to offer the widest selection of these fine Gardenia relatives. The flowers appear all year long. Each flower is up to ¼ inch across in white, pink or bicolor.

SERSO11  Serissa 'Cherry Blossom'  Tiny oval leaves with a white margin and pink flowers. Branches well. $4.95
SERSO44  Serissa foetida  The classic species with waxy, deep green oval leaves and simple, pure white flowers. $4.95
SERSO22  Serissa foetida 'Flore Plena'  Fully double flowers that look like tiny roses. Tiny dark green leaves.
SERSO44  Serissa 'Mt. Fuji'  A superb miniature foliage plant with broad white margins, deep, forest green centers. The flowers are large and pure white. Very compact. $5.94
SERSO55  Serissa Pink Swan'  Bright pink flowers with darker pin stripes and glossy green oval leaves with a white margin. A heavy bloomed. $9.55
SERSO66  Serissa 'White Swan'  Compact, rounded growth with tiny oval leaves with a white margin. Many white flowers with a light pin stripe down the center of each petal. $7.95

Miniature Elms

Once people see these Miniature Elm Trees they fall in love at first sight. Each can be trained to a classical Bonsai shapes. They are remarkably versatile and have great charm.

ULMS058  Ulmus 'Catlin'  [Catlin]  A choice little elm selection with shiny dark green leaves. The back turns dark brown and grooved with age. $5.95
ULMS068  Ulmus 'Frosty'  Snow white margins on tiny elm leaves. Dark grey back gets corky and grooved with time. Charming. $5.95
ULMS038  Ulmus 'Seiju'  Leaves naturally very small and often hang on for 2-3 years before dropping. Bark gets corky and aged looking with time. $5.95
ULMS028  Ulmus 'Snowflake'  Tiny Elm leaves with leaves that are splashed, spotted and sometimes all white. $5.95
ULMS038  Ulmus 'Yatsubusa'  Elegant and delicate looking leaves that are serrated and elongated. Short internodes and naturally dwarf. $5.95
Ordering Information

Shipping:

Minimum order is $20.00 in plants. We ship on Mondays and Tuesdays. We ship UPS or Priority Mail depending on where you live. Please give your full address as UPS will not deliver to a P.O. Box. Please let us know you will be away during the planned shipping time so we can make sure that you get your plants.

We pack your plants with great care. We ship well rooted plants that leave our care in excellent condition. If your shipment is delayed or damaged contact the shipper immediately. We are not responsible for plants damaged during shipping.

We ship from April to September. For northern areas we must receive your order by mid August or we will not have sufficient time to root and establish your plants. If your order cannot be fully filled we will notify you. Please list substitutes. Orders that come too late for us to ship in the fall will be held and shipped in the spring when we are able to propagate them again. We suggest that you list plants of equal value that we may use to make substitutions if we are unable to propagate all of your order.

What is Packing?: Your plants are carefully wrapped, first to prevent the soil from leaving the pot then again to prevent damage to the leaves. Each is labeled and placed in a box filled with recycled newspaper, closed, taped., labeled and taken to the UPS or the Postal service, depending upon which is fastest to your area.

Shipping, Packing and Handling for second and third day delivery:

Orders sent to California, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Utah or Washington:
$8.50 for orders up to $50.00 25% for orders of $50.01 and over.

All other states:
$20.00 - $40.00 = $10.50  $40.01 - and over =35% of the order

If the amount of the shipping significantly exceeds the amount sent we will bill you for any additional shipping costs. If Shipping amount significantly exceeds the amount sent, minus packing, we will refund.

About your order

We propagate the plants to your order. We take the cutting when the order is received and root it, pot it in soil and establish the plant before we send it to you. Depending on the variety this can take from 5-8 weeks. Tascorias may not root well in the summer and may take longer. If your order is mixed you might want to make two separate orders. Some plants will be ready more quickly and some will take longer. We do not currently take credit cards and we do not ship C.O.D.

Payments may be made with personal or company check or money order.

We ship starter plants. If plants prove difficult to propagate we may have to restart your plants. If you wish we can choose a similar plant from stock on hand as a substitute other wise we will send the difficult plant when it is ready or issue a credit. We recommend that you move the plant up to gallon size and do not plant out until the plant is 2-3 feet long.

WildRidge

WildRidge is strictly a mail order nursery. We are not open to visitors. We have only a small office area and can usually be reached 9-4 Pacific time most week days and some weekends, 831-468-1517 after July 1. We do not currently accept telephone orders. We hope in the future to have a Botanical Garden and a place to show our friends the beautiful plants that we love.

There is a colorful book on Passiflora, Passion Flowers, Second Edition, by John Vanderplank. The descriptions are good and the photos are excellent.

I have a few copies of a rare book on Passifloras: Passifloras For Your Garden, By Florence Knock. Published by Diversity Books in 1965. 100 pages 20 of black an white photographs, 18 line drawings and 2 pages of color plates. In Excellent condition. Never used. No dust covers. I have included a page of updated names and corrections. $40.00 per copy including shipping in the USA. I can include a reproduction dust cover for $7.50 extra. I have a 3 that are autographed as well and one that is autographed with original dust cover. These are available as well, inquire. These must be ordered separately as they are my private collection. Make checks payable to Patrick Worley for the books only.

A Book of Salvias, Sages for Every Garden by Betsy Clebsch is fine new book with great information on the many species of Salvia and contains more in depth descriptions of the species we offer.

There are many books on vines I like Manual of Climbers and Wall Plants, Published by Timber Press, Many species listed no photos but some major groups have some of the species illustrated. Not a picture book but great information. Tropica and Hortica by Graf off many photos of exotic plants. New books are being published all the time so check out your local library and book store for current offerings.

This Catalog cancels all other lists. Prices subject to change without notice. ©WildRidge,™ LLC